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The Support Services Subcommittee met on Monday, March 11, 2013 in the 

Superintendent’s Conference Room at Medford High School.  

 

Subcommittee Chairperson Falco called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  All members 

of the subcommittee were present: John Falco, Ann Marie Cugno and George Scarpelli.  

Superintendent Belson was also present. 

 

All rose to salute the Flag. 

 

Chairperson Falco stated that the purpose of the meeting was to review the proposed 

rugby program for the 2013 spring season and to consider alternatives if so desired by the 

subcommittee. He then called upon the Superintendent. 

 

Superintendent Belson introduced the report of Athletic Director Robert Maloney (see 

attached).  This report advised the subcommittee to delay the full rugby proposal at this 

time for multiple reasons.  The report also suggested a pilot program/clinic was possible 

for this year. 

 

The Superintendent was concerned that the proposed field site would not be a safe venue 

for the program and that potential visiting teams would not desire to participate in 

Medford given the conditions.  Also that without adequate training of student 

participants, the possibilities for injuries would be substantially higher. 

 

Member Scarpelli citied experienced rugby player C.J. Doherty who said “Unless the 

students are fully prepared, it is way too dangerous to do it now.”  He explained that Mr. 

Doherty also offered that the Boston Irish Wolfhounds Rugby Team would be willing to 

run a multi-week “clinic program” for high school student athletes who would be 

interested in playing this spring.  The Wolfhounds currently rent space in our back fields.  

We could also use our gymnasium for instruction. 

 

All members wanted to be supportive of a rugby program under the right circumstances. 

 

The committee also discussed the need to provide instruction to middle school students 

over time. 

 

Also special insurance would be necessary since this was not a sanctioned MIAA sport.  

It was suggested that a small fee of $25 could be required. 



 

Chairperson Falco and Member Cugno both expressed a desire to see if the interest in the 

sport would be as strong as projected.  The clinic approach would provide an opportunity 

to assess that reality. 

 

Member Scarpelli indicated that C.J. Doherty might attend our March 18, 2013 meeting 

to explain the interest of the “Wolfhounds.” 

 

The subcommittee expressed its appreciation to Mr. Larry Brown and son Louis for 

advancing the program idea. 

 

The subcommittee voted 3-0 to recommend that the “clinic approach” be implemented 

for the Spring 2013 season and that a fuller assessment of the program vitality and 

readiness be determined for spring 2014. 

 

On the motion of Ms. Cugno seconded by Mr. Scarpelli, the meeting was adjourned at 

7:32 p.m. 

 

 

      Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

 

      John Falco 

      Chairperson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


